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Abstract: The paper looks at the under investigated topic of mutual resource integration of multiple actors to co-create value. Drawing on seven in-depth cases from resource integrating ecosystems in the energy industry, we find two prototypical pathways of resource integration that are developing alongside the directions of interaction of resources and interaction of organizations and actors. Furthermore, we found that these pathways are contingent to the focal’s firm endowment of operant and operand resources, its size, ecosystem engagement and flexibility in initial value proposition design. We furthermore found, that the synchronization of interaction alongside the interaction of resources and interaction of organizations is a necessary condition for successful value co-creation. We hereby give a guiding framework for firm’s and managers to analyse and direct their value co-creation activities.
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1 Introduction

Access and control of resources have long been acknowledged to be pivotal for the success of firms (Barney, Ketchen & Wright, 2011). However, with ever increasing micro-specialization of organizations in terms of resources and capabilities the locus of resources switches from firms to networks and ecosystems (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2013). This development has also reached innovation research, which increasingly emphasizes the
importance of resources for innovation that reside outside the firm’s boundaries (Nieto and Santamaria, 2007). In this context, value co-creation, becomes the cornerstone of firm’s strategies. The possible impact of value that is co-created between firms and customers is nicely illustrated by start-ups such as UBER, AirBnB, Lyft or Alibaba, which centre their value creation on customer resources and integrate these in novel ways. Following that logic, in contexts where the value creation of companies is based on customer resources, resource integration becomes critical to organizations. A recent study by PwC (2015) showed that this development is reaching various sectors (e.g. mobility, energy, healthcare) and has the potential to turn around the complete value creation logics of these sectors. Despite its severity, knowledge of this phenomenon is still very scarce in practice and literature. Therefore, this study looks at a typical account of value co-creation in the energy sector, where many distributed energy resources get integrated with a focal organization and additional value is created through this integration. The study finds, that for this integration two prototypical pathways of resource integration can be identified. These pathways follow alongside the dimensions of degree of resource interaction and degree of organization or actor interaction. The study furthermore finds, that the synchronization of interaction focus and timing is central to achieve the desired value creation in this multi-actor value creation network. Lastly, the study finds firm characteristics that determine the prototypical resource integration pathway of firms.

The study therefore contributes to the studies of value co-creation within the service-dominant logic, by empirically determining processes and strategies for resource integration of actors. Moreover, the study highlights the importance of synchronization of actors for collaborative value creation and therefore adds to the understanding, that value co-creation is coordinated through actor-generated institutions and institutional arrangements as creating the necessary synchronity within the ecosystem. Furthermore, the resulting framework of this paper gives firms and managers a decision guide to analyse and direct their efforts for value co-creation and effectively manage actor synchronization in the network.

2 Literature Overview

The requirement of external access to resources for innovation and the firm’s need for integration per se is not novel and has already been addressed by publications on strategic alliances, open innovation and dynamic capabilities. However, the degree of change that this deep integration of former customers poses for firms cannot be addressed by the current literature (Williamson & De Meyer, 2012).

Value Co-Creation

Value Co-Creation is a term used in innovation management (Chesbrough, 2003; Von Hippel, 2005) strategy (Grant, 1996; Teece, 1997) and service research (Gummesson, 2008) and generally tries to conceptualize the role of the customer in the process of value creation (Rihova et al., 2015). The most advanced view can be found in marketing’s service-dominant logic. In this view, value is created through the application and integration of resources from actors in service exchanges (Vargo and Lusch, 2004) and
instantiates in form of value-in-use (Vargo and Lusch, 2008). In brief, SDL’s view is, that the customer is always part of the value creation, as value only unfolds when the customer uses the offered value proposition (value is always uniquely and phenomenologically determined by the beneficiary). The value co-creation of involved actors happens through the integration of resources, is relational and coordinated through actor-generated institutions and institutional arrangements. A central concept within the logic of value co-creation therefore is the integration of resources a key mechanism to create value (Korkman, Storbacka & Harald, 2010; Lusch et al., 2008; Mele & Polese, 2010; Nenonen & Storbacka, 2009)

*Resource Integration for Value Co-creation*

Although the integration of resources is one of the central aspects of co-created value, only little empirical research is done in the SDL-domain and in adjacent research fields. Many authors from the SD-logic maintain that the integration of resources is the result of interaction (Ballantyne & Varey, 2006; Fyrberg & Jüriado, 2009; Grönroos, 2011; Vargo, Maglio & Akaka, 2008) and contingent to coordination and adjustment mechanisms (Edvardsson, Kleinaltenkamp, Tronvoll, McHugh, & Windahl, 2014). Moreover, scholars started to distinguish broader processes of resource integration – resource integration as a process of emergence vs. resource integration as a process of accumulation (Peters et al., 2014; Peters, 2016).

On the other hand, the integration of resources has also been studied in the context of strategic alliances (Gulati, 2007; Wassmer & Dussauge, 2011). In fact, one of the foremost motives for alliance formation is to provide access to partner resources (Lavie, 2006). Studies on resource integration practices in alliance portfolios focus on interaction and knowledge for resource integration and on the diversity of the resource itself. Authors identify that interaction with alliance partners improves knowledge sharing, communication, and the absorptive capacity which is beneficial for the integration of resources (Lane & Lubatkin, 1998; Mowery, Oxley, & Silverman, 1996) and that a focal firm’s ability to utilize the resources depends on internal knowledge resources of the firm (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Vasudeva & Anand, 2011). Lewin et al. (2011) for the integration of knowledge find, that past routines constitute the building blocks of a capability to integrate knowledge.

Another research stream that deals with the incorporation of external resources into the organization is the literature on open innovation (OI) where interaction outside of firm boundaries results in a significant amount of external knowledge exploration and exploitation (Chesbrough, 2003). Although OI only specifically deals with knowledge flows between actors (Chesbrough, 2006) it looks at integration practices of firms (Lichtenthaler, 2011) and also points to interaction as required element for resource integration (Lichtenthaler & Lichtenthaler, 2009). Studies on integration practices focus on cultural barriers of integration (West & Gallagher, 2006) and find contradicting evidence to successfully overcome those by either fully integrating the innovation (Christensen, Olesen & Kjaer, 2005) or to keep them at arm’s length (Jaspers & van de Ende, 2010) for a successful integration.

In summary, current research on resource integration from multiple actors to co-create value finds that interaction is a constituent element of resource integration, it is contingent on the nature of the resource, finds two prototypical ways of integration being fully
integrating and arm’s length and suggests that firm specific capabilities define the success of resource integration. However, research lacks to uncover the inner mechanics of successfully profiting from external resources and despite the importance of resource integration itself, a granular account of how firms efficiently integrate resources is lacking.

**Prosumer-Logic and Resource Integration Imperative in the Energy Sector**

The current transition of the energy sector creates a prototypical account of value co-creation. The recent policy and social changes require an almost complete transition from a CO2-heavy and centralized system to transform towards a CO2-neutral and decentralized system (European Climate Foundation, 2010). This reconstruction affects the size, nature, ownership, governance and geographic dispersion of power production sites and requires new forms of interaction between the actors in this system. In this transition, the increasing decentralization of new complementary resources such as renewable energy resources creates new opportunities and the need to integrate resources to co-create value (Nosratabdadi, Hooshmand, & Gholipour, 2017). An emerging solution to these challenges are VPPs, which can be defined as the technology enabled aggregation of distributed energy sources and loads, where multiple actors give away control of energy sources (while keeping the ownership of them) to form an imaginary power plant (Othman, Hegazy, & Abdelaziz, 2015). In the energy sector, the term *prosumer* already gained prominence in the 1990s, describing a customer, that is partly producer and consumer. These prosumers can be seen as a prototypical actor as described in the SDL and therefore represent an ideal example to investigate.

### 3 Methods

Our study utilized a multiple case study approach (Eisenhardt, 1989), which is especially suitable to study novel phenomena and to answer how and why questions. We base our study on seven in-depth cases of Swiss and German firms that operate Virtual Power Plants. The case firms have different experiences with the operation of Virtual Power Plants (one to 12 years) and vary in their sizes (120 to 348,000 employees), which enabled a cross-case analysis. Furthermore, we included the respective value co-creation ecosystem of the Virtual Power Plants by interviewing the value co-creation partners (owners of decentral renewable energy sources) that provide the resources that the firms integrate. We base our insights on interviews, presentations and observations with the case companies as well as interviews with the partners. Overall, we conducted 17 interviews and 23 follow-up interviews in case of ambiguities and created a journal of 127 pages primary interview data and 160 pages of firm’s internal data such as presentations, memos and press articles to triangulate the findings which was then independently coded and analyzed by the authors.

### 4 Findings

_Synchrony of Resource Adaptation_
First, our study finds that in cases of customer’s resource integration for value co-creation, the synchronous adaptation of resources between actors is a necessary condition for resource integration.

As already described in the literature, we also found that for resource integration, interaction is a necessary condition. The interviewee’s responses showed interaction between all actors included in the value co-creation ecosystem on several levels and different levels of intensity.

However, in contrast to these already documented findings, we found that interaction needs to be further divided to fully capture and understand the underlying processes of resource integration for value co-creation. In the studied cases, on the one hand side the resources were either integrated through (technical) adaptions as illustrated by the representative statement below.

“It [taking part in the Virtual Power Plant] needs to be very simple and standardized for the partners in order to make it a [business] case for them. If the partner needs to change their behavior or processes, they are not willing to share their flexibility of assets” (Case H)

On the hand, individual consideration and support, with a high degree of interaction was seen as key success factor, as the following statement illustrates:

“You need to help the partner to think about his resources in a different way. In order to achieve that, you need to work very closely with them, adapt their processes and energy producing assets, so they are willing to share them with you” (Case D)

We therefore summarize, that the resource integration mechanisms and subsequently the interaction for resource integration can be subdivided into interaction of resources and interaction of organizations and actors. In this, almost all actors stressed an either-or approach of interaction. Either, the adaptation of resources is achieved by an increased degree of organizational interaction or by a higher degree of resource interaction. Subsequently to the finding of subdividing the interaction of actors, we found that the synchronicity of interaction is another necessary condition to co-create value through mutual integration of resources. Exemplary for many statements, case interviewees responded that:

“We need to make sure that we are on the same page and somehow coordinate our actions in the network. If some of our partners hires new staff to manually manage their plant and we plan to further automate our processes, trouble is inevitable.” (Case C)

“If you are not part of the very core processes of the customers – what you are generally not – then it is generally important to correspond to needs and shortcomings of your partner. For example, if he does cannot free the resources to manage the plant [resource] then you need to help him or to simplify the process. This would be possible for several partners, but in a big network, mutual parallelization is key.” (Case A)
These statements point to two aspects of synchronicity of adaptation: the synchronous adaption of the **same focus of interaction** and the synchronous adaption of the same interaction focus at the **same time**. Synchronicity of focus of interaction addresses the imperative to choose either an increased degree of interaction of organizations or an increased degree of interaction of resources to integrate the resources under consideration. This either-or-approach was repeatedly stressed throughout the cases as key success factor for a functioning co-creation ecosystem, but on the other hand creates the necessity to coordinate the focus of interaction within the ecosystem.

On the other hand, synchronicity in time refers to aligned temporal actions, so that coordinated actions of actors are enabled. Case partners repeatedly reported, that in both areas of synchronization, limits to co-create value can be identified. The cases revealed, that an asynchrony in the focus of interaction very much limits the possibility to co-create value as the resources could not be integrated to its full potential. Asynchronicity of interaction focus resulted in situations where the resources (e.g. installed base) could not automatically communicate with other actors’ resources in the ecosystem, systems were not compatible, new investments were directed in different directions and there was a mismatch of organizational interaction requirements. All this was reportedly resulting in not fully capturing the potential of integrating the resources as well as frictions within the ecosystem.

On the other hand, asynchrony of timing lead to incongruent elements of practice and subsequently to perceived value co-destruction for multiple actors with the ecosystems. The incongruent practices could be identified in accidental or intential misuse of resources, incongruent behavior of actors and subsequently in a failed resource offer (value proposition). The resulting co-destruction of value was perceived as discrepancy between desired and actual state in form of the negative feeling of resource losses such as not gaining all benefits of the employed resources or even destruction of the resource (misuse of the resource through the agreement of integration). Moreover, we found in three cases, that once an asynchrony of timing is established, synchronizing got increasingly complicated.

**Pathways of Resource Integration Practices**

Integrating the previous findings, we found that the case companies followed in summary two prototypical pathways for increased resource integration and co-created value. Figure (1) illustrates these pathways in the matrix of interaction of resources / organizations and actors.
The either-or-approach of its focus of interaction is the critical starting point to follow one of these pathways. Case companies either focused on an increased interaction of the involved resources for resource integration (1), or on an increased interaction of the involved organizations (2). The increased interaction of involved resources was then either followed by a decreased interaction of resources but higher interaction of organizations/actors (1b) in the case of the described first pathway or preserved in the lower right quadrant. Typically, case companies that remained in the lower quadrant either focused on additional technical developments of their integration or the integration became of less strategic value to the organization itself, thus there were no new developments to increase the targeted co-created value. On the other hand, case organizations that focused on an increased interaction of organisations/actors in the beginning (2a) followed to increase the resource interaction in a second step (2b). These cases understood the interaction of organizations as vehicle to gain a better understanding of the potential value under observation and examine the ideal way to create this value together with the actors in the ecosystem. On the other hand, in these cases the high interaction between organizations or actors was partly substitute for a higher interaction or resources and functioned as a workaround for technical developments.

Surprisingly, our cases did not include the pathway of increased resource interaction (1) followed by an increased interaction of organizations/actors (1c).

**Pathways and Company’s Characteristics**

The cases furthermore revealed, that organizations’ characteristics regulates the adopted pathway of resource integration options. We found, that the relative endowment of
organizations with operant versus operand resources, the size of the organization, the degree of ecosystem history and the value proposition range have an impact on the specific pathway taken.

In specific, we found that case companies with a relative high endowment of operand resources (resources that is acted upon such as goods, materials, proprietary technologies) over operant resources chose to follow pathway one as described in Figure 1. For example, case firms that had a strong technical background or proprietary technologies chose to follow that pathway. On the contrary, case firms with a relative high endowment of operant resources (resources that act on others such as knowledge, employees, network capabilities, relationships) over operand resources, chose to follow pathway two as described in Figure 1. For example, these were firms or departments that mainly relied on human resources to create value. Furthermore, companies that followed pathway one were relatively big firms with an established ecosystem where the additional resource integration was only a small aspect in the overall portfolio of value creation in the firm. Contrary to that, the pathway two was mostly chosen by firms, that developed their ecosystem around the new value creation opportunity and often by small organizations. Subsequently, within pathway two the initial value proposition was rather vague compared to the initial value propositions in pathway two. For example, contracts or the terms of collaboration were open or refined frequently in the pathway two, whereas within the pathway one, the contracts and terms of collaboration were rarely modified throughout our period of observation. In summary, the firm’s characteristics that we found to influence the way resources are integrated is displayed in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Integration Pathway One</th>
<th>Integration Pathway Two</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>relatively high operant resources over operand resources</td>
<td>relatively high operant resources over operand resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relatively big organizations</td>
<td>relatively small organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>established ecosystem (e.g. customer base)</td>
<td>development of ecosystem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clear initial value proposition</td>
<td>Vague initial value proposition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Overview of company characteristics determining resource integration pathways

5 Discussion & Practical Implications

Our findings give interesting new insights into how firms integrate resources for value co-creation, the pathways firms take and the characteristics that determine the decision for the respective pathway. These findings extend our understanding of the phenomenon on the one hand, but also correspond to existing literature.

On the one hand, the first decision whether to integrate resources through increased interaction of resources or increased interaction of actors showed to be of strong influence of the achieved outcome. This phenomenon has already been described in the theory of path dependency where historical events can be magnified and economies can be locked-in by historical decisions (Powell, 1991) or as imprinting where in a sensitive period
elements of the environment are reflected in the organization and these characteristics show persistence after the sensitive time period (Marquis & Tilcsik, 2013). In the observed cases, organizational structures such as the size of the organization and the degree of existing ecosystems and capabilities as shown with the firm’s endowment with operand or operant resources showed to have an impact on the pathways of the value co-creation activities. Therefore, it can be said that the co-creation activities were designed to fit the initial institutional environment and the synchronization is a mechanism to ensure this throughout the maturization of the value co-creation. The relative stability of the pathway later can be then explained by institutionalism (Marquis & Huang, 2010; Kimberly, 1975). On the other hand, recent literature finds, that the constraints of initial resource and technology environment shape initial practices and capabilities as shown for example in a study of Kriauciunas and Kale (2006). In our sample, firms that showed a background in technology development or were familiar with several technology-based value creation activities, focused to take these initial resources to leverage them for resource integration through a higher degree of resources interaction. Contrary, firms with low technology resources focused on high interaction of organizations and maintained this over time. However, contrary to the findings of Kriauciunas and Kale (2006), in the case of value co-creation initial resource and technology constraints need to be evaluated based on the included overall ecosystem and synchronized alongside the actors. Therefore, the path dependency or imprint has an impact on the overall ecosystem and seems to get stronger in its effect.

Moreover, the counterintuitive finding that pathway 1c is impassable to the studied firms needs some further investigation. The authors suggest, that the identified foci of resource integration can be understand as form of actor-generated institution (Vargo & Lusch, 2016) which are arrangements between specific resource integrating actors. By deciding for one focus of interaction, the actors create institutions around this decision. Surprisingly, the findings suggest, that the lock-ins established by institutions around the interaction of resources are higher than lock-ins around institutions created in the case of interaction of organizations. Although, a high interaction of resources creates the ‘glue’ to co-create value by establishing a form of regularized interaction between resources, it seems to be difficult to transform or adapt this established institutions to other ecosystem actors. In contrary, the institutional arrangements created through a higher degree of organizational interaction creates institutions and arrangements that can be transferred or adapted to other actors for resource integration more easily.

In general, our findings are valuable for managers that must deal with the potential integration of customer’s or partner’s resources making them a cornerstone of their value co-creation activities. For these instances, our study offers practices that enable firms and managers to more strategically pursue this way of value creation with their customers. As a first step, firms or managers should analyse their relative degree of operant resources over operand resources, their possibility to draw on existing ecosystems for resource integration and their strategic intent of clear versus vague initial value proposition. Following this analysis, firms or managers should decide the resource integration pathway, that echoes with their firm’s characteristics, including the identified pathways in their strategic planning.

Second, as our analysis shows, firms or managers need to make sure, that indifferent of their specific pathway, they need to ensure that they synchronize the development within the respective ecosystem. The introduced differentiation of interaction of resources and
interaction of organizations and actors can give a valuable lens for analysis communication internally and externally to achieve this synchronization.
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